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The future of drug
discovery 2010-2015: 
From HTS to label-free
screening – a tool
supplier’s perspective

Five years ago when I wrote about the
future of drug discovery for Drug
Discovery World, I focused on

themes like automation of the screening
process, technological advances to support
high-throughput screening (HTS), and
market globalisation. Looking back, some
predictions – such as continued globalisation
– were spot on; others did not pan out as
expected. It turns out that my forecast for
further technological advances to support
HTS was only applicable in some instances
to the very top of the drug discovery food

chain. For example, I advocated 1,536-well
plates, which ultimately were embraced by
only the top pharmaceutical companies; most
companies opted instead for low-volume
384-well plates, which became the industry
standard. At Molecular Devices Corporation
(MDC), where I was CEO, this contributed
to a growth slowdown that ultimately led us
to sell the company, as we had placed a big
bet on 1,536-well versions of our FLIPR®
system to help drive our growth.
One of my more accurate predictions was

the continued globalisation of the drug

discovery industry. Today most of Big
Pharma has migrated elements of its R&D
efforts to Asia. Biotherapeutic development
and contract research organisation business
is also evident throughout Asia. ForteBio, a
leading supplier of label-free technology,
where I am now CEO, has invested in global
sales and marketing efforts to reach our
customers. Additionally, like our customers,
we are leveraging the lower costs and highly
skilled work force in Asia; we produce all of
our consumable Dip and Read™ biosensors
in Shanghai.
Looking ahead to 2015, a good starting

point is to understand current industry
dynamics. Here are some of the trends my
team and I grapple with as we continue to
grow ForteBio as a successful tool supplier
to the drug discovery industry:

l The cost of bringing a new drug to market
continues to be significant – measured in
$100s of millions. Helping our customers
recognise a failed drug candidate earlier in
the discovery process saves them money
and increases their return on investment.
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l HTS has probably peaked. More targeted
approaches that defer the requirement for
a full-library screen are increasingly being
implemented.

l The post–genomic world has increased
demand for advanced protein design and
characterisation techniques.

l In biotech, requirements typically needed
for large molecule discovery are becoming
critical for small molecule discovery.

l Accurate target-ligand interaction
characterisation is in demand further
upstream in the discovery process.

l Globalisation today means that our
customers want to replicate chosen tool
systems and technologies at any
geographic location, wherever they are to
the therapeutic development pipeline.

l The drug discovery industry will continue
to consolidate. Already since 2005, two of
the top pharmaceutical companies – Wyeth
and Schering-Plough – have been acquired. 

What will these trends mean for tool suppliers
and our markets over the next five years?
For starters, the drug discovery industry

will continue to remake itself. The growing
importance of biotech drug discovery and
the therapeutic proteins and antibodies it
delivers makes companies in this space
attractive targets for larger pharmaceutical
companies. Top-tier players such as Abbott,
AstraZeneca, Eli Lilly, Merck, Pfizer and
Roche have all included acquisition of
biotech companies in their growth strategies.
Accordingly, there will be an increased need

to better understand protein behaviour – both
as targets and ligands. Whereas historically it
may have been acceptable to fully characterise a
ligand’s kinetic qualities at the final stages of
discovery, over the next five years this
capability’s application will be expected
upstream for a broader pool of candidates. As a
result, systems such as ForteBio’s Octet®
platform, which enables upstream kinetic
screening and characterisation of both large and
small molecule ligands, will be more broadly
incorporated into the discovery process. 
Five years ago I predicted that cellular

assay usage would grow, driven by demand
for higher-content assay information. Today I
predict that more intense interrogation of
target-large molecule ligand interactions will
become increasingly routine. Antibodies will
continue to grow as a specific therapeutic
class demanding its own tools and
procedures. Activities such as affinity and
hybridoma screening along with epitope
analysis will expand.
MDC’s FLIPR, like most cellular assays,

was labelled. So, while it allowed higher
throughput, it could generate significant

false positives, which would require
secondary and counter screens downstream
to counteract those false positives. Going
forward, I predict that label-free screening
will grow beyond just the final stages of the
discovery process, since there are now plate-
based label-free tools that allow higher
throughput than traditional SPR-based
systems. Label-free candidate screening
means false positives are minimised. The
absence of a label means that actual biology
is better mimicked, decreasing the
probability of advancing drug candidates
that become rejected further downstream. 
One indicator of the growing interest in

label-free technologies is the increasing
number of tool industry meetings dedicated
to label-free themes or featuring label-free
tracks. Additionally, the number of entrants
into this market space is large, resulting in a
highly fragmented supplier market share pie.
There will only be room for a few companies
to succeed. Market share data recording
2007-2009 changes shows this shake-out is
already happening.
I predict that cost per data point will

continue to be a factor in technology
adoption. Even as demand for higher quality
and content in a data point increases, cost will
remain a cap to usage. It will be important for
suppliers to continue to focus on the
operational economics facing our customers.
An assay providing rich information will not
be routinely adopted if cost is prohibitive. Cost
is already driving a shift to more focused,
smaller screens and this will continue.
Developing strategies to pre-empt the number
of full library campaigns will be a priority for
our customers. Fragment screening, which has
only recently become the focus of industry
meetings, will become part of every discovery
company’s strategy. At ForteBio, we have
enabled regeneration of our Dip and Read
biosensors while allowing re-racking of used
biosensors, so they can be used on more
sample wells. This significantly reduces the
cost per data point for label-free assays.
The migration of drug discovery investment

to Asia will continue. Go to Shanghai and
Bangalore today and you will see the
establishment of many local and multinational
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and CRO
discovery centres. For tool suppliers this
means we must make a similar commitment
to support our customers locally. At ForteBio
we have made a significant investment in the
complex and sophisticated production of our
biosensors in Shanghai. We have also
established a customer support network that
combines our own employees with a team of
focused, highly skilled distributors in order to
drive adoption of our products in Asia.

Just as our customers continue to remake
themselves, the tool supplier landscape will
evolve. The larger companies will include
acquisition and consolidation as part of their
growth strategies. The emergence of Agilent,
GE Healthcare, Life Technologies,
PerkinElmer and Thermo Fischer Scientific
as industry gorillas casts a large shadow over
the rest of us. Since I wrote my 2005 DDW
article, these five have acquired 13 members
of the life science tool space despite the
steep decline in M&A activity in 2008 and
2009 due to the global financial crisis. Life
science sector consolidation has also reduced
the number of private companies of scale.
Government stimulus spending is

impacting the fortunes of tool suppliers
today, particularly supporting academic and
government R&D spending, and will likely
continue over the next year or two. As world
economies recover, this factor will diminish
in importance.
With the passage of healthcare reform

behind us, we also need to consider its
impact on our customers. The good news is
that the pharmaceutical industry has
withstood years of being seen as a pariah in
the eyes of Washington and the national
press. It has remained resilient in the face of
factors like the threat of price controls,
reduced appetite for risk and negative public
perception. Hopefully, the main impact of the
new legislation will be a substantial increase
in the number of customers being served. If
this results in pharmaceutical companies’
ability to grow and continue to invest in
discovering new products that contribute to
healthier and longer lives for us all, then
those of us who supply them with the
enabling technologies to make these advances
happen will also benefit. I would also predict
that this benefit is likely to be augmented by
increased healthcare spending globally,
particularly in the emerging Asian markets.
Trends also show that more of us will

choose to work longer than we expected.
When I sold MDC, I predicted that my
career would transition to becoming a
professional board member and pursuing a
better handicap. Instead I have found the
opportunity to lead ForteBio completely
invigorating. The chance to build a small,
focused team and lead a company through
its early-stage growth pains to one that is
delivering innovative new products at rapid
cycle times to customers engaged with us in
our product development process has been
highly rewarding. I now hope that if Drug
Discovery World decides to dedicate an
issue to another look to the future of our
business I will still be on the roster in 2015
to be part of that process. DDWi
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